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ABSTFWT
This article describes a proxy's perspective
in an architecture that supports efficient distribution of recorded video data in today's Intern e t . T h e s u p p o r t of l a y e r - e n c o d e d v i d e o
s t r e a m i n g with t h e a i d of proxies e n a h l c s a
video distribution infrastructure that is efficicnt
in roday's Internet, and allows new mcchanisms
a n d t c c h n i q u e s t o h e leveraged in a f u t u r e
Internet. An overview of a scalable and adaptive streaming architecture is presented. O p e n
problems in the distribution and caching process arc identified. Throughout the article solutions t o improve t h e pcrformance of such a
video distribution architecture a r e discusscd,
mainly from the perspective of a proxy cache.
T h e investigations that led t o these solutions
a r e b a s e d o n an empirical e x p e r i m e n t with
layer encoded video. T h e goal of this experiment was t o understand t h e effect of varying
thc numhcr of layers on the viewer's perceived
quality. T h e results of this initial investigation
can be seen as the foundation for subsequent
studies o n mechanisms that improve the transport a n d caching of layer-encoded video in a
scalable adaptive streaming architecture.
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INTRODUCTION
FACTSOF INTERNET LIFE
Several investigations on streaming media in the
I n t e r n e t have shown t h a t video streaming is
becoming more and more popular,l and it is vety
likely that this increase in popularity continues
in the near future.
Although there has been an immense
amount of work o n qualitv of service (QoS),

ensure that each session receives its fair sharc
of t h e available bandwidth. Since U D P does
not provide a congestion control mechanism, a
UDP-bascd transmission consumes a s much
bandwidth as availahle, with t h e conscqucnce
that TCP-based transmissions d o not get thcir
fair share of the bandwidth. This phenomenon
is described as TCP-unfairness, while transmission protocols that behave likc T C P are called
TCf-friendly (resulting in TCP-fairness). Beirig
good I n t e r n e t "citizens," m e d i a s t r e a m i n g
applications should b e designed t o bc T C P friendly.
Reccnt developments in the end system market increascd the liererogerieiry of end systems
(phones, game consoles, 64-bit desktops) and
access links ( g e n e r a l p a c k e t r a d i o servic,:,
GPRS, vs. 8 Mbis digital subscriber line, DSL)
used by those systems. Therefore, a video distiih u t i o n a r c h i t e c t u r e t h a t fits well in today's
lntcrnct should he developed with consideration
of two major guidelines. First, to overcome the
rising problem of TCP-unfairness, streaming
should he performed in a congcstion controlled
manner. Sccond, an a d a p t a t i o n of t h c video
stream to a widc spectrum of access link capacitics and end system characteristics should b e
possible.

SCALABLE
VIDEODISTRIBUTION
Delivering video streams t o users in a scalable
fashion can hardly he thought of without a disti-ibution infrastructure that allows these still vcry
resource-intcnsive requests to he scrved close to
w h e r e tbcy originated. I n effcct, this means
cache proxies a r c an important ingredient of
successful video distribution systems.
Investigations of vidco distribution systems
have shown the following typical traits:
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O Figure 1. U ) Cached layer-encoded video; b) retransmitted segment.%

* Investigations of the popularity of vidco
objects have shown that approximately 80
perccnt of user requests are concentratcd
on 20 perccnt of the total amount of avail21).
able vidcos ([I,
These results indicate that caching can be a very
cffective means to achicve scalability of video
distrihution systems.
With thc aforemcntioned benefits of caching
in video distribution systems and thc necessity of
adaptive streaming in mind, a scalable adaptive
slreaming architecture was designed with proxy
caches as a focal building block of its infrastructure.

SCALABLE ADAPTIVE
STREAMING
SYSTEMSCALABILITV
Let us briefly describe our video caching architecture. As our caching method we employ socalled write-througk aching? whcrc a requested
stream is forwarded through the proxy cache if
the cache replacemcnt stratcgy decidca to stoic
the requested vidco on thc proxy cache. Suhsequent clients can thcn he served from the proxy
cachc..Write-through caching requircs a mechanism to recover from packet losses between SeNer and proxy cache. Our mcchanism, called Loss
Collection Real-Time Transport Protocol (LCRTP) [3], fits well in a video distribution architecture that employs write-through caching (an
alternative is, e.g., [4]). In contrast to TCP, the
timc and amount of retransmissions in LC-RTP
are controlled by thc application. For example,
retransmissions can he initiated after the actual
transmission and not by the transmission protocol itself during a transmission (as for TCP).

CONTENT
SCALABILITY
In order to enable congestion control for inelastic applications like video streaming, a quality
adaptation mcchanism is needed. The visual
quality of streams decoded from non-scalable
f o r m a t s like MPEG-I degradcs quickly with
incrcasing data loss. This is different if scalable
encoding schemes are applied. In this case, part
of the video data is sufficient to reconstruct the
video signal with the trade-off that the quality of
this video signal is reduced. An encoding scheme
that makes use of scalability is layered encoding.
Layered encoding splits the video into segmenrs
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along the time axis like classical video encoding
(at the granularity of frames o r groups of pictures), but in addition splits temporal segmcnts
into one base /ayer and several enhancement luyers. The base layer contains fundamental coding
information and can hc decoded without any
additional information. Enhancement layers contain additional information that increases t h e
quality of the rcconstructed video signal. In contrast to the base layer, enhanccment layers are
not independcnt of other layers. To reconstruct
the information included in layer N all of the
information on the lower layers (0, ..., ti - 1) is
requircd. We considcr the case of hierarchical
layer encodings that support only a small number of relatively big rate stcps. The fine-grained
scalability (FGS) approach [ 5 ] uscs one mandatory base layer and cnhancemcnt information
that can bc cut off at an arbitrary byte, leading
to a large number of small rate steps.
Besides thc basic argument for applying content scalability, its varying transmission ratc, the
heterogeneity of clients and access networks
leads to various transmission, proccssing, and
display capabilities such that differcnt clients
have very diffcrcnt demands with respect to the
quality of the transmission. Scalable content
allows these different dcmands t o be served
using the same source file.
COMBINING SYSTEM AND

CONTENT
SCALABILITY
Figurc l a shows a possiblc version of a cached
layer-encoded video when a TCP-friendly video
transmission is combincd with writc-through
caching. T h e figurc shows a base layer with a
gap that invalidates the enhanccmcnt layers and
two partially receivcd enhancement layers. Obviously, the cached copy of the video exhibits a
potentially largc amount of missing data from
different layers. Note that the exact shape of
cached vidco content is a function of the congcs1ion.control mechanism being applied by the
chosen TCP-friendly transmission protocol.
Clients that reaucst the samc content a t a
l a m point in time and would he served from the
proxy' have no chancc to receive the video in
full quality if no extra mcasures arc taken. Thus,
a mechanism is required that improves the quality of the cached content. Figure l b depicts the

This teminologv i.v
adopledfrom memory
hierarchier.

"Intlreremoinderofthis
aniclethctems proxy
and pmxyccacheare used
interchangeably.
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substantial effect
on the perceived
quality.

parts that would he identified by such a mechanism a n d transmitted from the server to the
proxy. leading to a full-quality copy of the video
object.
In the following, we use the term retransmission for all transmissions of missing data from
the server to the proxy caused by the proxy's
request. This definition might seem confusing
because some of t h e missing d a t a may have
never been transmitted at all, hut the proxy cannot distinguish between packets that were not
sent at all (initially not transmitted) and lost
packets. Thus, for the proxy every packet that
was not transmittcd initially appears as a retransmitted packet.

QUALITYVARIATIONS IN
LAYER-ENCODEDVIDEO
The drawback of adaptive layer-encoded video
transmissions is the introduction of variations in
the number of transmitted layers (i.e., layer variations) during a streaming session. These variations affect the end user's perceived quality and
thus the acceptance of a service based on such
technology. Hence, all transport mechanisms
that try to optimize transmission should base
their decisions on perceived quality o r metrics
for it. Extensive literature research revealed a
lack of in-depth analysis of the influence of layer
variations on the viewer's perceived quality.
Thus, a n empirical experiment was conducted
that involved subjective assessment to obtain
results that can he applied t o classify the perceived quality of such videos.
subjective Assessment Results - T h e main
goal of this investigation was to identify the relation between objective quality metrics and suhjective quality. Assumptions on the quality of
layer-encoded video are that the quality is affected by n o t only the total sum of received segments hut also the frequency of layer variations
and t h e a m p l i t u d e o f ' t h o s e variations. T o
acknowledge or refute these assumptions a subjective assessment with more than 100 test candi-
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dates was performed according to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) stalld a r d for video assessment [ 6 ] . A d e t a i l e d
description of the subjective assessment can he
found in [7].
A statistical analysis of t h e experiment in
large parts validates assumptions made about
layer variations and the perceived quality of a
video:
* The frequency of variations should be kept
as small as possible.
* If variation cannot be avoided, its amplitude
should be kept as small as possible.
One basic conclusion from the results of the
subjective assessment is that adding information
to a layer-encoded video increases its average
quality eventually, but not monotonically. However, adding information at different locations
can have a substantial effect on the perceived
quality. Thus, it is more likely that the perceived
quality of a layer-encoded video is improved i f
* The lowest quality level is increased.
* Gaps (i.e., ranges of consecutively missing
segments for one layer) in lower layers are
filled.
Our findings imply that although FGS would
he able to adapt to changes in available bandwidth much better than a coarse-grained layering
scheme, using it without prefetching or other
smoothing techniques would have negative
effects on the perceived quality because O S a
large number of quality changes.
Objective Quality Metrics vs. Subjective
Quality - Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is
a popular metric to present the objective quality of video data. Therefore, the average PSNR
for the sequences used in the subjective asse!isment was d e t e r m i n e d a n d c o m p a r e d t o t h e
results of the latter. This comparison reveakd
that PSNR is not an adequate metric to represent the influence of variations in layer-encoded video on perceived quality. Rows 1 and 2 in
Table 1 provide a representative example. Six
video clips are encoded twice (test sequence!; 1
and 2) with layer changes a t different points in
IEEE Communications Magazine
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coarse-grained
layering scheme,
using it without
prefetching or
other smoothing
techniques would
have negative

4Low maximum bandwidth
High maximum bandwidth

,effects on the
perceived quality

Quality on cache

because of a large
liI Figure 2. A sculuble video distribution system for heterogeneous clients

time. According to the subjective evaluation in
row I, ts 2 has the better subjective quality in
all cases. Row 2 shows the PSNR values of test
sequences, and for five of the six video clips the
results are contrary to those of the subjective
assessment. Thus, for layer-encoded video the
quality of a sequence is not well represented by
the PSNR.
This lack of an appropriate objective quality
metric for layer-encoded video led to a new metric called spectrum. The goal during the development of spectrum was to express the factors that
influence the perceived quality of a layer-encoded video through a mathematical expression giving similar results to those o b t a i n e d by t h e
subjective assessment. Therefore, the spectrum
of a cached layer-encoded video Y can be introduced:
\2

number of quality

quality, while the spectrum increases with
decreasing quality.
Note that our new metric does not yet capture that lower layers a r e more relevant than
higher layers, o r when the layer changes occur
during the course of a video clip playout, but a
comparison of the spectrum of test sequences
with the avcrage result of the subjective assessment and PSNR shows that spectrum is already
a more suitable objective metric than PSNR. I n
our example in Table 1, we see that the spectrum in row 3 yields the correct indication for
four of the six clips, inconclusive in two cases,
and no incorrect indication. In addition, online
calculation of a metric can be performed in a
simpler way with spectrum than with PSNR.

A

changes.

SCENARIO FOR

SCALABLEADAPTIVESTREAMING

To clarify why it is important to combine system

with h, and I, defined as:
h, - number of decodcd layers in time slot
t, t

= I , ..., T

* 2, - indication of a step ( h , # h,-,) in time
slot t,z, E {0,1}, t = 1, .._,T

The spectrum captures the frequency as well
as the amplitude of layer variations. The amplitude is captured by the differences between
quality levels ( h , ) and average quality levels
where larger amplitudes are given higher weight
due to squaring these differences. The frequency
of variations is captured by zi.Only those differences that correspond to a step in the cached
layer-encoded video are taken into account. A
spectrum of value 0 represents the best possible
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and contcnt scalability in a video distribution
system that is well-suited for today’s and the
future Internet, a scenario that uses the scalable
adaptive streaming architecture is presented in
this section.
T h e scenario shown in Fig. 2 depicts a heterogeneous distribution system consisting of two
subnets connected to the Internet backbone. In
each of these subnets a proxy cache is located to
which all client requests are directed. Subnet A
has a wireless infrastructure in which only homogeneous clients (in terms of link bandwidth) are
connected, while subnet B has a heterogeneous
infrastructure. Let us assume that the original
video objects stored at the server consist of four
layers. In subnet A none of the clients is able to
receive more than two layers. In subnet B the
content might he first requested by a handheld
device (client 2) a t lower quality d u e t o its
restricted access bandwidth. A subsequent client
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requesting this content is a high-end PC t h a t
would like to receive the content at better quality and has an access link with high bandwidth
characteristics. It benefits from additional transmissions from the server to the proxy cache that
improve t h e quality of t h e cached c o n t e n t .
Depending on the order in which client 1 and
client 2 request the video, it might be that client
1 receives a stream from the proxy cache t h a t
has reduced quality because no higher quality is
available at the proxy cache. This can be for two
reasons. Either the stream was originally requested by client 2, which did not request more than
two layers, or the cache replacement strategy
might have dropped the upper two layers due to
space constraints. If a retransmission mechanism
is used, this situation can he circumvented. After
initially delivering tKe stream t o client 2, the
proxy cache starts to request missing data of certain layers upon request of client 1.
In the remainder ofthis
onicle it is assumed rhof
rheprorynhvqsdecides
to cache retransmitted

RETRANSMISSION
SCHEDULING
Retransmission scheduling is a method t h a t
improves the quality of a layer-encoded video
t h a t has been cached incompletely a n d is
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A HEURISTICFOR
RETRANSMISSIONSCHEDULING
In this section a heuristic is introduced as a representative of a family of heuristics for retransmission scheduling. In an investigation based on
simulations this heuristic performed hest and is
therefore presented here.
The heuristic is aimed at adapting scheduling
decisions to the results obtained from the subjective assessment. This is in c o n t r a s t to an
approach [9] in which heuristics are not based
on the outcome of a subjective assessment.
The heuristic is based on prioritization of the
missing segments aimed at closing gaps. This prioritization is achieved by first sorting the segments according to the length of the gap th<:y
belong to and then using their layer levels as a
second-order sorting criterion. The resulting
heuristic is called Unrestricted Shortest G;ip
Lowest Layer First (U-SG-LLF). An example of
the scheduling of missing segments is given in
Fig. 3.
RETRANSMISSION FOCUS

E

f

requested by a client. In Fig, 2 we see how only
part of the video object is initially stored in each
proxy cache. A retransmission process can be
used to complete this video object when the
object is requested by a n o t h e r client t h a t is
served by the same proxy at a later point in time.
Then the proxy requests missing segments and
forwards them in combination with the segments
of the cached video object to the clicnt. Thus,
the quality of the video object streamed to the
client has higher quality than the initially cached
object. Depending on the decision of the proxy,
the retransmitted segments can also be stored on
its cache in order to increase the quality of the
cached ~ b j e c t . ~
Since an investigation of optimal retransmission scheduling showed it cannot be applied in
scalable adaptive streaming due to the fact that
it is computationally too expensive IS], heuristi<:s
are used that have much lower complexity. The
most interesting issue h e r e is how to schedule
the retransmissions; that is, in which order 1.0
retransmit missing segments in order to achieve
certain quality goals for t h e streamedicached
video content.

700

800

900

Time (segments)

0 Figure 4. Average spectrum of 1000 simulation runs for each heuristic ( I O
layers, relransmission bandwidth = 4)

Retransmission scheduling can be subdivided
into two types that have the goal to maximize
the quality for either the current viewer or the
cached video. The first type, described as viewercentric, is shown in Fig. 3a in the sequence of
r e t r a n s m i t t e d segments. T o e n s u r e that the
retransmitted segments do not arrive after their
playout time (),I to the current client, a prefetching offset 0 is introduced. 0, should be chosen
sufficiently farge such that 0, > round-trip time
(RTT)for the transmission path between server
and proxy at all times. A drawback of the viewer-centric type is the fact that due to the offset
O,, missing segments at t h e beginning of the
video will never be requested for retrensmission.
Alternatively, a second type called cache-centn'c
can be used. With,this modification segments Sor
which the playout time tp has already passed can
also be scheduled (Fig. 3h). Thus, the overall
-
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quality of the cached video is improved for all
suhsequcnt potential viewers, not only the current onc.
O n e special Case that can occur with viewercentric retransmission scheduling is when no
more segments are retransmitted although there
are still missing segments. This occurs when all
missing segmcnrs with a playout time larger than
lp have been retransmitted. At this point in time
thcrc are no further segments that have a playo u t t i m e larger than t p . This means that all
remaining missing segments are useless at the
client currently being served, and retransmitting
any of them can only improve the quality of the
cached content. Thus, they should not be forwarded from the proxy to the client. This type is
called cache-friendly viewer-centric retransmission
scheduling.

60

1
0

SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to compare the different retransmission
scheduling types simulations were performed [8].
Some of the results of these simulations are presented in Fig. 4. The cache-friendly viewer-centric type results in a better spectrum o n the
proxy cache than the plain viewer-centric type.
On the other hand, the resulting spectrum for
the cache-friendly viewer-centric type is slightly
higher than the cache-centric type. Note that the
resulting spectrum for the cache-friendly viewercentric type at the client is identical to the spectrum of the viewer-centric type. Altogether, the
simulation results reveal that retransmission
scheduling (independent of the type) strongly
improves the quality of a cached layer-encoded
video, shown by the reduction of the spectrum.
Fine-tuning can h e performed by the proxy
administrator by choosing the appropriate
retransmission scheduling type.

FAIR SHARE CLAIMING
Transmitting a layer-encoded video in a TCPfriendly manner does not always result in the
session, claiming its fair s h a r e of network
resources. A change in the actual transmission
rate might not necessarily result in a rate change
for thc layer-encodcd video because the encoding format provides only a discrete number of
different layers resulting in a finite number of
possible transmission rates. This implies it is
likely that thc actual transmission rate is higher
than the rate needed for the transmission of one
o r two laycrs at some points in time. This additional bandwidth is the fair share that may be
claimed by a corresponding TCP session, yet due
to the discrete nature of layer-encoded video it
will not he claimed. Nevertheless, finding sonic
data to f i l l this gap would allow the stream to
claim its fair share without breaking the cooperative rules implied hy T C P s resource allocation
model. Thus, we call this m e t h o d f a i r share
cluiming (FSC). An obvious use of this additional bandwidth could be to transmit segments
identified by retransmission scheduling and
therehy claim thc fair share for a TCP-friendly
streaming session. Also, transmissions of segments from other videos on this proxy could be
performed, even transmission of segments of
currently running streaming sessions could be
considered. However, the lattcr comes at the
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Figure 5. Spectrum for cache-centric retransmisrion scheduling n?ith FSC.

price of some implementation complexity,
because these segments must be sent over thc
TCP-friendly streaming session that currently
underutilizes its fair share. Note that without
FSC this multiplexing between streams from the
same server is not possible in a n environment
like the Internet where many other flows coexist
at the bottleneck link between origin server and
proxy.
Figure 5 shows the result of the simulation
for the cache-centric retransmission scheduling
presented earlier. The outcome of this simulation confirms the results of the simulation presented previously where a constant bandwidth
available for retransmissions during the whole
simulation was assumed. An interesting detail is
that the spectrum is not monotonically decreasing. This is caused by the fact that in some cases
only a small amount of bandwidth is available
for retransmissions, so gaps will not be closed
completely or, even worse, segments of laycrs
that were not cached a t all arc retransmitted.
T h e latter increases t h e a m o u n t of layer
changes, which leads to increased spectrum.
This short-term increase should be accepted to
allow quality improvement of cached video in
the long run.
Additionally, the results of the simulations
show that fair share claiming IS a valid method
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since some information is not transmittcd a t all,
a n d t h u s t h e PSNR of t h e video is r c d u c e d .
However, our investigations have shown t h a t
despite reducing the PSNR, reducing Iaycr variations can increase t h e perceived quality of a
video, if done carefully.
Polishing can he applied when the.storage
space a t the local cache is exhausted and new
video objects should be stored o n t h e cachc.
I n s t e a d of removing c o m p l e t e lcss p o p u l a r
objects from the cachc, polishing can be applied
to remove a ccrtain number of segments. Thus,.
new objects can he added to the cache's storage,
while only s c g m c n t s of c c r t a i n o b j e c t s a r e
removed instead of complete ohjects.

POPULARITY-BASED
CACHEREPLACEMENT
In [lo] a detailed description of the investigations o n polishing is given. It was t h e goal to
invcstigatc whether polishing can he applied to
cached videos based on their popularity. This
would mean fewer segments deleted from popular videos while the number of deleted segments
increases f o r less popular objects. T h u s , t h e
quality of thc cachcd objcct is directly related to
its popularity. In this casc thc complete content
of the cache is rcgardcd and polished according
to the popularity of cach single object and the
amount of space that should he freed. In the following we consider only a replacement policy
that maintains a low spectrum for cache contcnt,
cven though a popularity-based combination
with rctransmission scheduling is also conceivable.

THE POPULARITY-BASED
CACHEREPLACEMENT
SIMULATION
A simulation was performed to demonstrate the
applicability of polishing as a popularity-based
cache replacemcnt algorithm. T h e amount of
cache space that should become available for the
caching of ncw data, Kt0'O' - Kmar, can be specified for the simulation. In addition, each video
object is assigned a certain popularity. Figure 6
shows t h e originally cached and resulting polished video object for the video with the highest
(a) and lowest (h) popularity o n thc cache. I n
this case, 10 video objects a r e stored o n t h e
cache and 25 pcrccnt of the total cache space is
freed by polishing the cachcd vidcos according
to their popularity. For the most popular video
object 20 percent of the original segments i.re
deleted, whilc for the lcast popular video object
31 percent are removed from the cache.
Table 2 shows the number of segments (percent) removed from each of the 10 cached video
objects. Objects that arc shaded equally we.re
assigned the same popularity value. The popularity is highest for ohjects 1, 2, and 3, and lowest for objects 7, 8- 9, and IO. The popularity for
4,5, and 6 lies between t h e o t h e r two groups.
The results of this simulation show that with the
polishing algorithm a very fine-grained cache
replacement can he achieved. With this algorithm it is possihlc to free cache space for new
content, while data from already cached content
is removed according to t h e popularity of t h e
content. In this specific example 25 percent of
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t h e caches' storage space is available for t h e
caching of new content, while nonc of the cached
objects bad to be removed completely.

CONCLUSIONS
In this article we first present the spectrum of
layer-encoded video, a new metric for the objective quality of such video. Through a subjective
assessment we givc evidence that this metric is
superior to the PSNR metric commonly applied.
We subsequently demonstrate how the spectrum
can be applied to decision problems in video distribution with proxy caches.
One application is retransmission to enhance
the quality of a layer-encoded video stored in a
proxy cache. In this article we distinguish vicwercentric and cache-centric retransmission scheduling types. T h e viewer-centric type provides
higher quality.10 the requesting client, but does
not achieve the best quality for the proxy cache's
copy. The cache-centric type improves the quality of a video on the proxy but rcduces the experienced quality of the first requesting clients. We
identify a third approach, cache-friendly viewercentric, that initially follows the viewer-centric
approach but achieves almost pcrfect video quality on the proxy by later switching to the cachecentric type.
W e f u r t h e r improved o u r retransmission
approach by adding fair share claiming. In this
approach we observe that TCP-friendly real-time
streaming of layer-encoded video rarely consumes exactly the bandwidth the TCP-friendly
algorithm allows. We show that our fair share
claiming approach can use this bandwidth to
quickly improve the quality of a layer-encoded
video in the proxy cache according to the spectrum during an ongoing transmission.
Finally, we show that our metric can likewise
be applied to popularity-based cache replacement decisions. T h e polishing technique is a
means of removing segments of higher layers
from a proxy cache in response to a replacement
decision such that the remaining quality is the
highest possible.
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